
EXERCISES For more practice, see Extra Practice.

S rractice by Example Find the perimeter of each figure.

1.

4 rn. 9cm

7 in.

Find the perimeter of each rectangle with the given base and height.

3. 21 in..7 in. 4. 16cnr,23 cm 5. 24 m.36 m

Example 2
(page 53)

6. Framing A rectangular certificare 8 in. by 10 in. will have a frame I j in. wide
surrounding it. What is the perimeter of the outside edge of the fran-re ?

7. Fencing A garden that is 5 ft by 6 ft has a walkway 2 ft wide around it. Find the
amount of fencing needed to surround the walkway.

Find the circumference of each circle in teims of r.

Find the circumference of the circle to the ncarest tenth.

F*!
b_d

Example I
(page 52)

Example 3
(page 53)

Example 4
(page 53)

Example 5

(page 54)

20. 4 ft,4 in.

23. 40 cm.2 m

lt.

12. r = 9in. 13.d:7.3nr rt. d : lyd 15. r:56cm

Draw each figure in the coordinate plane. Find the perimeter.

16,x{0,2),Y(4,-r),2(-2.-t) 17.A(-4.-t),8(4,5).C(4,-2)
1S. L(0. r ), M(3, 5). N(s, s), P(s. r )

le. s(*5. 3), rt|, -2), u(7, -6).y(-s. -6)

Find the area ofeach reclangle with the given base and height.

21. 30 in.,4 yd

24. 3 m. 190 cm

26. Find the area of a section of road pavgment that is 20 ft wide and 100 yd long.

Find the area of each circle in terms of ir.

27. ,r-T-\( lzo'\
\)

-8
32. ./.i1r-\

/::':i::_: :.\

/ , ',' 0:l;.hi:\

\:: :r::: :::: /\r',..:,: ,:/-'.ir,--;z
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\r6ft /

,a- -\,/\I s.tn \t-*-l
\-,/

?4.

22.2 fr 3 in.,6 in

25. 240 cm,5 m

31.30' z:1-\
t\t \l\ ,0.5 m-Y\7
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Find the area of each circle to the nearest tenth'

33.r=7ft 34.r/=8.3m 35.d=24cm 36.r= 12in.

Example 6
(page 54)

Find the area of the shaded region. All engles are right angles'

si. 20 m 38. _4:{H ra.=t

U: 11 ''+F;
_l , " ltam nrll r-lr .s-ri:j*'';tJ =Il I l?'5m 

'-ro-l
3e. r-_flrI '---l

6cml +tt,t+

40.

ffi ryPrYvourskills

6cm

41. a. What is the area of a square whose sides are 12 in' long?

b. What is the area of a square whose sides are I ft long?

c. Reasoning How many square inches are in a square foot? Explain'

42. a. Count squares to find,the area of the t,in'll
polygon outlined in blue. L,- f

h. Use a formula to find the area of each r FJ
square outlined in red'

c, How does the sum of Your results in

part (b) cQmpare to Your result in

part (a)? Which postulate does this support?

43. Estimation on a postcard from Mexico, Ky sketched the"footprinf" of the

pyramid kno*n ai Et castillo in the ancient Mayan city chichen ltza. He said
.heestimatedthethreedifferentlengthsoneachsidetobe22m,6m'and11m

Use those estimates to estimate the area of El Castillo's footPrint'

Estimation Estimate the perimeter and area of each ohject'

44. the front cover of this book

46. a classroom bulletin board

45, the front cover of your notebook

47. the top of your desk

Real-trJorld (& Connection

Postulate 1-10 carr helP You
estimate the area of the
"footprint." of El Castillo.

': 
48, Writing Choose one exercise from Exercises 44-47 and explain why you chose

your unit of length.

49. The area of an 1l-cin wide rectangle is 176 cm2' What is its length?

50. The perimeter of a rectangle is 40 cm and the base is 12 cm. what is its area?

5l.Asquareandarectanglehaveequalarea'Therectangleis64cmby8lcm'
What is the Perimeter of the square?

52. a. Critical Thinking can you use the formula for the perimeter of a rectangle

to f,nd the perimeter of any square? Expiain'

b. can you use the formula for the perimeter of a square to find the perimeter

of anY rectangle? ExPlain'
c. Use the formula for the perimeter of a square to write a formula for the area

of a square in terms of its perimeter'

]
l

i:ili''ir
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BeAUU9I!C".@;!9nte!liq! 56. Find the perimeter of the polygon.
Four 5 in.-by-5 in. tiles will i7 rriv;.l- ih^ ^^1,,--cover 1 ft2. 57. Divide the polygon into rectangles. Find the area of the polygon.

@' ss. riting The students in the Art club are tiling a wafi thar is 8 ft by 16 fr at the
entrance to the community center. They are using tiles that ure 6 in. by 6 in. to
create a multi-colored design. FIow many tiles do the students need?

ff] nlgebra Draw each rectangre in the coordinati prane. Find its perimeter and area.

s4. A(-3,2), B(-2,2),C(_2. _2), D(_3, _2)

ss. .4(-2, -6). B(-2. -3), C(3, -3), D(3, *6)

coordinate Geometry on graph paper, draw porygon ABCDEFGE wtthvertices
A{1, 1), 8(10, I), C(10,E), D(7,8), El7,5l, F(4,5), c(4,g), and l/(1,g).

@ sa. aiotogy In the Pacific Northwest, a red fox has a circurar home range with a
radius of about 718 rneters. To the nearest thousand square meters, what is the
area of the home range of a red fox?

59. A circle has area 22,5a nr2. What is the diameter of the circle?

ffl ro. alqeura 
_d 

recrangle has a base of x units. The area is (4x2 - 2x) square units.
What is the height of the rectangle in terms of x?

S Home Maintenance To determine how much of eRch item to buy; tel whether you
need to know area or perimetea Explain your choice.

61. wallpaper for a bedroom

63. fence for a garden

62. weatherstripping for a door

64. paint for a basement floor

65. coordinate Geometry The endpoints of a diameter of a circle are A(2,r) and
8(5,5). Find the area of the circle in terms of n.
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: Graphing Calculator
: procedures online at
i www.PHSchool.rom
"" " WebCodeiale-2104

100 ft of fencing for the other three sides.
a. Create a table on your graphing calculator

listing integer values for the base and the
corresponding values of the height and area. . h

b. Make a'graph using your table values. Graph
the base on the horizontal axis and area on the
vertical axis.

c. What are the dimensions of the corral with the
greatest area?

6?. How many circles with the given radius are needed for the sum of their areas to
equal the area of a circle with the second given radius?
a. l".in. ,3 in. b. 2 in, ,6 in. c. 3 in. ,9 in.
d. Make a conjecture How many circles with a radius of n in. are needed for

the sum of their areas to equal'the area of a circle with a radius of.3n in.,l

[J algebra Find the area of each figure.

68. .a rectangle with side lengths of ff units and f units

69. a square with perimeter lOn units

70. a square with side lengths of (3n - 4n) units
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71. open-Ended rhe area of a 5 in.-by-S in, square is the same as the sum of the
areas of a 3 in,-by-3 in. square and a 4 in.-by_4 in. square. Find two or more
squares whose total area is the same as the area of an 11 in.-by-l1 in.'square.

S$, 22. rract< An athletic field is a rectangle,
100 yards by 40 yards, with a semicircle
at each of the short sides, A running
track 10 yards wide surrounds the
field. Find the perimeter of the outside
of the running track to the nearest
tenth of a yard.

Gridded Response

ffi i;*n"rheilH
i online iesson quiz at
i www,PHSchool,com.
:"""" Webcode:afa{107

Ii'#fiiGij"'3tli

l2'! x !2'
IT'X LI'
L0" x 12"

6" x 8tt

$3/ftz

$3/ft2

$4/ft?

$4.50/ft2

For Exercises 73 and74, a rectangurar garden has a rectangurar warkway
around it. The width of the walkway is 8 ft.
73.. How many feet greater than the perimeter of the garden is the outside

perimeter of the walkway?

74' lf the garden is a square with a perimeter of 260 ft, what is the area of the
walkway in square feet?

75. You need to tile a 1 2 ft-by- t 5 ft floor. The
color you want allows you the choices found
in the table at the right. How many dollars
would it cost to tile the floor with
12 in.-by-12 in. tiles?

76. How many tiles would cover the 12 ft-by-l5 ft
floor if you choose the t0 in.-by-I2 in. tiles?

77.How many dollars would it cost to cover the 12
tiles that are 6 in. by 8 in.?

ft-by.l5 ft floor with the

Lesson l-6 78. ]he midpoint of eD has coordinates (5,6). point C has coordinates ( _5. _ l).
Find the coordinates of point D.

Find (a) AB to the nearest tenth and (b) the coordinares of lhe midpoint of AB.

Lesson 1-5

Lesson 1-4

EE. p: t2,e: _6
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8G is the perpendicular bisector of l/R at point L
85. What is hLBIR? g6. Name rwo congruent segments.

87. l,IzF has length 124. What is the length of 7R?

For lhe given coordinates, find pe.

80. e(0,3). B(3,8) 8li ,4(9,2);.A(-3,9)

83. A(4. t0). B(-2,3) 84. .4(- t, 1).8(_4. _s)

7e. A(4.1), B(7,e)

82. A(0,1),8(-4.6)
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89. P:3,Q:9 'lN, P: -23,Q: l0


